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Free ebook Designing web usability the
practice of simplicity (2023)

this text provides a complete web usability framework that reflects advanced
research practical experience it addresses the issues that make web usability
design unique including security privacy dynamic content audience navigation
in 2000 jakob nielsen the world s leading expert on usability published a
book that changed how people think about the designing usability new riders
many applauded a few jeered but everyone listened the best selling usability
guru is back and has revisited his classic guide joined forces with usability
consultant hoa loranger and created an updated companion book that covers the
essential changes to the and usability today prioritizing usability is the
guide for anyone who wants to take their site s to next level and make
usability a priority through the authors wisdom experience and hundreds of
real world user tests and contemporary site critiques you ll learn about site
design user experience and usability testing navigation and search
capabilities old guidelines and prioritizing usability issues page design and
layout content design and more user interface design human computer
interaction usability a user centered design approach jonathan lazar towson
university isbn 0 321 32135 9 design with the user in mind a site design that
does not consider its user is a site that is destined to be a disappointing
experience for the user this new book by jonathan lazar provides readers with
the concepts and tools needed to develop sites that maximize the user
experience it takes readers through the entire user centered development life
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cycle demonstrating practical skills and techniques that will help them for
years to come the user centered development life cycle the user centered
development life cycle ensures that the needs of a site s users are the focus
of the site s design from its inception through its implementation and
management keeping this focus while collecting requirements designing pages
and performing usability testing results in a more effective design and more
satisfied users real world applications are highlighted in four case studies
which demonstrate how both commercial and noncommercial organizations
designed user centered sites kodak com eastman kodak playfootball com
national football league site for children cancernet gov national cancer
institute asha org american speech language hearing association jonathan
lazar s unique combination of expertise teaching research and practice of hci
informatics it and accessibility is what really sets him apart from the other
experts publishing today his text reflects the diversity that successful
design requires by balancing user centeredness with a solid understanding of
technical and business issues arnie lund director of design and usability
microsoft corporation this text is magic it packs experience between the
covers of a book lazar s energetic style is filled with examples focused
lists and case studies that walk readers through the design process and give
them the confidence to do it themselves he makes user centered design seem
easy by making sure that people matter if every designer trained from this
book the world wide would be a better place ben shneiderman professor of
computer science university of maryland for more information about addison
wesley computing books visit aw com computing ������ ���������9��������������
インを考え出す秘密兵器を手に入れたようなものだ 何故って 9割のデザイナーは著者が教える簡単なテクニックを知らないか 使おうとしないのだから ユーザビリティ
����������������� ������������� ������� five years and more than 100 000
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copies after it was first published it s hard to imagine anyone working in
design who hasn t read steve krug s instant classic on usability but people
are still discovering it every day in this second edition steve adds three
new chapters in the same style as the original wry and entertaining yet
loaded with insights and practical advice for novice and veteran alike don t
be surprised if it completely changes the way you think about design three
new chapters usability as common courtesy why people really leave sites
accessibility css and you making sites usable and accessible help my boss
wants me to surviving executive design whims i thought usability was the
enemy of design until i read the first edition of this book don t make me
think showed me how to put myself in the position of the person who uses my
site after reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work
for the past five years i can say it has done more to improve my abilities as
a designer than any other book in this second edition steve krug adds
essential ammunition for those whose bosses clients stakeholders and
marketing managers insist on doing the wrong thing if you design write
program own or manage sites you must read this book jeffrey zeldman author of
designing with standards since the first edition of the site usability
handbook was published in 2000 there have been numerous changes in the
technology world after the dot com bubble burst corporate training and
education budgets were cut severely and investment in new technology
businesses slowed down but today things have turned around again and behind
the scenes at technology companies usability specialists are still quietly
working to make the electronic world easier to manage this second edition
provides the new insights and guidance needed to help make usability an
effective and enjoyable journey every word from the first edition of this
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book has been revised or at least heavily reconsidered and in many cases
whole sections have been removed or rewritten entirely while other sections
are completely new to this edition the casual and conversational tone of the
fi rst edition has also changed because the current wave of usability
specialists embodies a much higher degree of training and knowledge of basic
science the goals of the book however have not changed to train those
concerned with usability how to understand it as one piece of the large
technology puzzle that is affecting and shaping the human and natural worlds
usability is an art and a science but it is also an obligation we have to
society accessibility and usability form the foundation of human enabling
technology that is technology that serves us rather than technology that we
serve everything from understanding the human factors of design and how to
generate user centered designs to accessibility usability metrics heuristic
evaluation and testing are detailed whether you are a usability professional
seeking methods for transforming data into change or a web designer seeking
guidance for making your sites easier to navigate you ll find information and
practical tools you can apply to your own sites today a guide to creating
user friendly web sites that provides information on how companies can ensure
their web sites are easy to locate and navigate a visual approach to
usability takes a fresh approach to the hot topic of usability shows readers
how to apply good visual communications principles to make their sites more
user friendly a visual approach to usability goes beyond the usual
engineering approach to usability and instead teaches visual literacy for the
it shows how to create positive experiences warning other usability books may
be hazardous to your creativity a visual approach to usability shows that
good usability means much more than fast downloads and no frames shows how to
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balance look and feel technology and organization to create sites that are
easy to navigate packed with full color examples that deconstruct the good
the bad and the ugly of design a visual approach to usability graphically
shows what works what doesn t and why what it is usability means designing
sites so that a user can easily navigate the contents obtain the information
he seeks and enjoy the experience enough so that he s likely to return many
of the principles espoused in this and other usability books seem like common
sense yet the persistence of poorly designed sites on the shows that common
sense may not be so common based on data collected from research conducted at
uie user interface engineering this book describes how well or poorly some
information rich sites performed when real users attempted to find specific
answers this book delivers a proactive approach to building an effective site
that is search engine friendly and will result in better search rankings it
outlines the steps needed to bridge the gap between a google search and a
site and also improve the users experience once they get to the site by
understanding the wide variety of information seeking strategies and the
individual behaviors associated with them this book helps information
architects designers developers seos sems and usability professionals build
better interfaces and functionality into sites creating a satisfying user
experience is the key to maximizing search effectiveness and getting
conversions how do we create a satisfactory user experience when limited to a
small device this new guide focuses on usability for mobile devices primarily
smartphones and touchphones and covers such topics as developing a mobile
strategy designing for small screens writing for mobile usability comparisons
and looking toward the future the book includes 228 full color illustrations
to demonstrate the points based on expert reviews and international studies
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with participants ranging from students to early technology adopters and
business people using websites on a variety of mobile devices this guide
offers a complete look at the landscape for a mobile world author jakob
nielsen is considered one of the world s leading experts on usability he is
the author of numerous best selling books including prioritizing usability
and the groundbreaking designing usability which has sold more than 250 000
copies and has been translated in 22 languages �������� ������� ����� �������
�� ��������� ����������������������� ����������������������������������������
� ��� ������������� ������ ����������� ������������������ ��� ������ ��������
������� with hands on guidance and examples this book provides practical
tools to make sure that your site is as effective and user friendly as
possible it shows how to create sites that are free of navigation dead ends
difficult to use interfaces and other barriers to usability despite the
astronomical number of hours invested in developing sites it is quite clear
that the vast majority of them are difficult to use to address this issue the
author developed a pattern language which he named the usability pattern
language or wu which enables these solutions to be linked into sequences this
book is the result of that workshop showing the millions of professionals how
to avoid common errors and create better sites since don t make me think was
first published in 2000 hundreds of thousands of designers and developers
have relied on usability guru steve krug s guide to help them understand the
principles of intuitive navigation and information design witty
commonsensical and eminently practical it s one of the best loved and most
recommended books on the subject now steve returns with fresh perspective to
reexamine the principles that made don t make me think a classic with updated
examples and a new chapter on mobile usability and it s still short profusely
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illustrated and best of all fun to read if you ve read it before you ll
rediscover what made don t make me think so essential to designers and
developers around the world if you ve never read it you ll see why so many
people have said it should be required reading for anyone working on sites
after reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the
past five years i can say it has done more to improve my abilities as a
designer than any other book jeffrey zeldman author of designing with
standards master s thesis from the year 2010 in the subject computer science
commercial information technology grade middlesex university in london course
business information technology language english comment a thesis submitted
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of
science in business information technology from middlesex university on 2010
abstract a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degree of master of science in business information technology from
middlesex university on 2010 this thesis is tackling web usability and
questioning its important for websites and web projects make user centered
sites tempt more users to your site and build useful dependable navigation
tools part one introduces usability then covers a range of techniques used to
analyze design and evaluate web systems and products part two presents s set
of usability blueprints that address generic design problems a visual
approach to usability takes a fresh approach to the hot topic of usability
the book shows readers how to apply good visual communications principles to
make their sites more user friendly every stage in the design of a new web
site is an opportunity to meet or miss deadlines and budgetary goals every
stage is an opportunity to boost or undercut the site s usability this book
tells you how to design usable web sites in a systematic process applicable
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to almost any business need you get practical advice on managing the project
and incorporating usability principles from the project s inception this
systematic usability process for web design has been developed by the authors
and proven again and again in their own successful businesses a beacon in a
sea of web design titles this book treats web site usability as a preeminent
practical and realizable business goal not a buzzword or abstraction the book
is written for web designers and web project managers seeking a balance
between usability goals and business concerns examines the entire spectrum of
usability issues including architecture navigation graphical presentation and
page structure explains clearly the steps relevant to incorporating usability
into every stage of the web development process from requirements to tasks
analysis prototyping and mockups to user testing revision and even postlaunch
evaluations includes forms checklists and practical techniques that you can
easily incorporate into your own projects at mkp com uew usability for
dummies goes beyond the current best sellers by going beyond usability
analysis and offering readers real hands on methods for improving site
usability and testing usability this guide covers the essentials a designer
needs to know to create an effective and usable page or site the book
empowers shows you how to overcome design problems analyze your own design
and test usability with real users the book provides a link between
theoretical research and web engineering presenting a more holistic approach
to web usability provided by publisher executive summary what is usability
generations of user interfaces the usability engineering lifecycle usability
heuristics usability testing usability assessment methods beyond testing
interface standards international user interfaces future developments
exercises bibliography author index subject index learn how ux and design
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thinking can make your site stand out from the rest of the internet about
this book learn everything you need to know about ux for your design design
b2b b2c websites that stand out from the competitors with this guide enhance
your business by improving customer accessibility and retention who this book
is for if you re a designer developer or just someone who has the desire to
create websites that are not only beautiful to look at but also easy to use
and fully accessible to everyone including people with special needs ux for
the will provide you with the basic building blocks to achieve just that what
you will learn discover the fundamentals of ux and the user centered design
ucd process learn how ux can enhance your brand and increase user retention
learn how to create the golden thread between your product and the user use
reliable ux methodologies to research and analyze data to create an effective
ux strategy bring your ux strategy to life with wireframes and prototypes set
measurable metrics and conduct user tests to improve digital products
incorporate the content accessibility guidelines wcag to create accessible
digital products in detail if you want to create web apps that are not only
beautiful to look at but also easy to use and fully accessible to everyone
including people with special needs this book will provide you with the basic
building blocks to achieve just that the book starts with the basics of ux
the relationship between human centered design hcd human computer interaction
hci and the user centered design ucd process it gradually takes you through
the best practices to create a web app that stands out from your competitors
you ll also learn how to create an emotional connection with the user to
increase user interaction and client retention by different means of
communication channels we ll guide you through the steps in developing an
effective ux strategy through user research and persona creation and how to
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bring that ux strategy to life with beautiful yet functional designs that
cater for complex features with micro interactions practical ux methodologies
such as creating a solid information architecture ia wireframes and
prototypes will be discussed in detail we ll also show you how to test your
designs with representative users and ensure that they are usable on
different devices browsers and assistive technologies lastly we ll focus on
making your web app fully accessible from a development and design
perspective by taking you through the content accessibility guidelines wcag
style and approach this is an easy to understand step by step guide with full
of examples to that will help you in creating good ux for your web
applications hp s expertise in this area has earned them vendor of the year
awards in e commerce from key resller partners case studies showing how the
new principles techniques and methodologies worked at sites such as amazon
office depot qvc and outpost this book is a practical guide to understanding
web page design and usability factors needed for the online store shelf
designing and structuring information correctly enhances navigation through
your site as well as delivering your customers a satisfying shopping
experience the authors have consulted with such diverse customers as amazon
aol qvc outpost egghead office depot and others the concepts they ve brought
to these accounts have earned hp vendor of the year award in e commerce from
key hp reseller partners learn to blend customer insights with products and
with web capabilities to create web sites that maximize customer centered
design your resulting web sites will have an ease of usability that lead to
superior customer experiences while maximizing sales this book includes
plenty of examples and case studies showing how to apply new principles
techniques and methodologies that will win you loyal customers reflecting the
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changes in the hypertext multimedia market this book includes illustrated
examples of a variety of new hypermedia systems particularly those related to
the internet plus many examples of the use of mosaic and the html 37 8 of all
usability pundits are wrong that s about as accurate as any other sweeping
generalization made by any other web usability guru this book features case
studies in usability and information architecture from the makers of ebay the
bbc news on line site the economist web site synfonts a flash driven font
foundry e commerce site evolt fully cross browser compatible and metafilter
know your audience design for your audience test for usability and solicit
feedback from your audience there are no hard and fast rules for usability on
the which is why this book steers away from the rigid rules of gurus instead
this book looks at six very different but highly usable sites the web
professionals behind these sites discuss the design of each site from
inception to today how they solicited and responded to feedback how they
identified and dealt with problems and how they meet the audience s needs and
expectations this book is edited by molly e holzschlag a member of standards
project and author of a dozen books on web technologies and bruce lawson the
brand manager of glasshaus max gadney of the bbc talks about the trials of
moving from the tv medium to the and the differences in usability
requirements between the main news site and the sports and children s sites
david wertheimer talks of how the economist s web site involved careful
design work to ensure the branding mirrored the print magazine and looks at
implementing easily distinguished free content and subscription only sections
ebay kelly braun and tom walter look at the work involved in designing an e
commerce site that makes a profit each quarter while meeting the needs of 42
million users don synstelein of synfonts shows how he assembled a usable
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flash driven e commerce site which enhances his users experience and protects
his copyright he shows that that when used properly flash can be 100 ok
adrian roselli an ia guy from evolt writes on how they needed to be on the
vanguard of usability and accessibility compatible with every browser known
to man ñ and yet maintain branding look and feel matt haughey writes of his
adventures in constructing metafilter a great community site on no budget
this includes usability testing usable advertising and community management
book info issues covered include audience identification user requirements
and surfing methods decisions faced and blind alleys encountered translation
of audience needs to site design and monitoring user feedback and behavior
statistics softcover despite the astronomical number of hours invested in
developing sites it is quite clear that the vast majority of them are
difficult to use to address this issue the author developed a pattern
language which he named the usability pattern language or wu which enables
these solutions to be linked into sequences this book is the result of that
workshop showing the millions of professionals how to avoid common errors and
create better sites eyetracking usability is based on one of the largest
studies of eyetracking usability in existence best selling author jakob
nielsen and coauthor kara pernice used rigorous usability methodology and
eyetracking technology to analyze 1 5 million instances where users look at
sites to understand how the human eyes interact with design their findings
will help designers software developers writers editors product managers and
advertisers understand what people see or don t see when they look and why
with their comprehensive three year study the authors confirmed many known
design conventions and the book provides additional insights on those
standards they also discovered important new user behaviors that are revealed
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here for the first time using compelling eye gaze plots and heat maps nielsen
and pernice guide the reader through hundreds of examples of eye movements
demonstrating why some designs work and others don t they also provide
valuable advice for page layout navigation menus site elements image
selection and advertising this book is essential reading for anyone who is
serious about doing business on the computer systems have become an important
element of the world economy with billions of dollars spent each year on
development manufacture operation and maintenance combining coverage of
computer system reliability safety usability and other related topics into a
single volume computer system reliability safety and usability eliminates the
need to consult many different and diverse sources in the hunt for the
information required to design better computer systems after presenting
introductory aspects of computer system reliability such as safety usability
related facts and figures terms and definitions and sources for obtaining
useful information on computer system reliability safety and usability the
book reviews mathematical concepts considered useful to understanding
subsequent chapters presents various introductory aspects of reliability
safety and usability and computer system reliability basics covers software
reliability assessment and improvement methods discusses important aspects of
software quality and human error and software bugs in computer systems
highlights software safety and internet reliability details important aspects
of software usability including the need for considering usability during the
software development phase software usability engineering process software
usability inspection methods software usability test methods and guidelines
for conducting software usability testing elucidates web usability facts and
figures common design errors web page design tools for evaluating web
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usability and questions to evaluate website message communication
effectiveness examines important aspects of computer system life cycle
costing written by systems reliability expert b s dhillon the book is
accessible to all levels of readership making it useful to beginners and
seasoned professionals alike reflecting practical trends in computer
engineering especially in the area of software dhillon emphasizes the
importance of usability in software systems and expands reliability to web
usability and management it provides methods for designing systems with
increased reliability safety and usability ������������������� ��������� ���
������������������� �������������� ����������web2 0������� in just over a
decade the has evolved from an experimental tool for a limited community of
technically inclined people into a day to day necessity for millions upon
millions of users today s designers must consider not only the content needs
of the sites they create but also the wide range of additional needs their
users may have for example those with physical or cognitive disabilities
those with slow modems or small screens and those with limited education or
familiarity with the bestselling author sarah horton argues that simply
meeting the official standards and guidelines for accessibility is not enough
her goal is universal usability and in access by design a guide to universal
usability for designers sarah describes a design methodology that addresses
accessibility requirements but then goes beyond as a result designers learn
how to optimize page designs to work more effectively for more users disabled
or not working through each of the main functional features of sites she
provides clear principles for using html and css to deal with elements such
as text forms images and tables illustrating each with an example drawn from
the real world through these guidelines sarah makes a convincing case that
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good design principles benefit all users of the in this book you will find
clear principles for using html and css to design functional and accessible
sites best practices for each of the main elements of pages text forms images
tables frames links interactivity and page layout seasoned advice for using
style sheets that provide flexibility to both designer and user without
compromising usability illustrations of actual sites from which designers can
model their own pages instructions for providing keyboard accessibility
flexible layouts and user controlled environments practical tips on markup
and resources the guidelines were originally designed to help nci staff
improve the presentation of cancer related information to cancer researchers
and the public though they are applicable to anyone who designs and manages
information web sites



Shaping Web Usability 2002 this text provides a complete web usability
framework that reflects advanced research practical experience it addresses
the issues that make web usability design unique including security privacy
dynamic content audience navigation
Prioritizing Web Usability 2006-04-20 in 2000 jakob nielsen the world s
leading expert on usability published a book that changed how people think
about the designing usability new riders many applauded a few jeered but
everyone listened the best selling usability guru is back and has revisited
his classic guide joined forces with usability consultant hoa loranger and
created an updated companion book that covers the essential changes to the
and usability today prioritizing usability is the guide for anyone who wants
to take their site s to next level and make usability a priority through the
authors wisdom experience and hundreds of real world user tests and
contemporary site critiques you ll learn about site design user experience
and usability testing navigation and search capabilities old guidelines and
prioritizing usability issues page design and layout content design and more
Web Usability 2006 user interface design human computer interaction usability
a user centered design approach jonathan lazar towson university isbn 0 321
32135 9 design with the user in mind a site design that does not consider its
user is a site that is destined to be a disappointing experience for the user
this new book by jonathan lazar provides readers with the concepts and tools
needed to develop sites that maximize the user experience it takes readers
through the entire user centered development life cycle demonstrating
practical skills and techniques that will help them for years to come the
user centered development life cycle the user centered development life cycle
ensures that the needs of a site s users are the focus of the site s design



from its inception through its implementation and management keeping this
focus while collecting requirements designing pages and performing usability
testing results in a more effective design and more satisfied users real
world applications are highlighted in four case studies which demonstrate how
both commercial and noncommercial organizations designed user centered sites
kodak com eastman kodak playfootball com national football league site for
children cancernet gov national cancer institute asha org american speech
language hearing association jonathan lazar s unique combination of expertise
teaching research and practice of hci informatics it and accessibility is
what really sets him apart from the other experts publishing today his text
reflects the diversity that successful design requires by balancing user
centeredness with a solid understanding of technical and business issues
arnie lund director of design and usability microsoft corporation this text
is magic it packs experience between the covers of a book lazar s energetic
style is filled with examples focused lists and case studies that walk
readers through the design process and give them the confidence to do it
themselves he makes user centered design seem easy by making sure that people
matter if every designer trained from this book the world wide would be a
better place ben shneiderman professor of computer science university of
maryland for more information about addison wesley computing books visit aw
com computing
����������� 2000-08-11 ������ ���������9�������������������������������������
���� 9���������������������������� ����������� ������������������������ �����
�������� �������
Don't Make Me Think 2009-08-05 five years and more than 100 000 copies after
it was first published it s hard to imagine anyone working in design who hasn



t read steve krug s instant classic on usability but people are still
discovering it every day in this second edition steve adds three new chapters
in the same style as the original wry and entertaining yet loaded with
insights and practical advice for novice and veteran alike don t be surprised
if it completely changes the way you think about design three new chapters
usability as common courtesy why people really leave sites accessibility css
and you making sites usable and accessible help my boss wants me to surviving
executive design whims i thought usability was the enemy of design until i
read the first edition of this book don t make me think showed me how to put
myself in the position of the person who uses my site after reading it over a
couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the past five years i can
say it has done more to improve my abilities as a designer than any other
book in this second edition steve krug adds essential ammunition for those
whose bosses clients stakeholders and marketing managers insist on doing the
wrong thing if you design write program own or manage sites you must read
this book jeffrey zeldman author of designing with standards
Web Usability : Deutsche Ausgabe 2008 since the first edition of the site
usability handbook was published in 2000 there have been numerous changes in
the technology world after the dot com bubble burst corporate training and
education budgets were cut severely and investment in new technology
businesses slowed down but today things have turned around again and behind
the scenes at technology companies usability specialists are still quietly
working to make the electronic world easier to manage this second edition
provides the new insights and guidance needed to help make usability an
effective and enjoyable journey every word from the first edition of this
book has been revised or at least heavily reconsidered and in many cases



whole sections have been removed or rewritten entirely while other sections
are completely new to this edition the casual and conversational tone of the
fi rst edition has also changed because the current wave of usability
specialists embodies a much higher degree of training and knowledge of basic
science the goals of the book however have not changed to train those
concerned with usability how to understand it as one piece of the large
technology puzzle that is affecting and shaping the human and natural worlds
usability is an art and a science but it is also an obligation we have to
society accessibility and usability form the foundation of human enabling
technology that is technology that serves us rather than technology that we
serve everything from understanding the human factors of design and how to
generate user centered designs to accessibility usability metrics heuristic
evaluation and testing are detailed whether you are a usability professional
seeking methods for transforming data into change or a web designer seeking
guidance for making your sites easier to navigate you ll find information and
practical tools you can apply to your own sites today
Web Usability Handbook 2007 a guide to creating user friendly web sites that
provides information on how companies can ensure their web sites are easy to
locate and navigate
Designing Web Usability 2000 a visual approach to usability takes a fresh
approach to the hot topic of usability shows readers how to apply good visual
communications principles to make their sites more user friendly a visual
approach to usability goes beyond the usual engineering approach to usability
and instead teaches visual literacy for the it shows how to create positive
experiences warning other usability books may be hazardous to your creativity
a visual approach to usability shows that good usability means much more than



fast downloads and no frames shows how to balance look and feel technology
and organization to create sites that are easy to navigate packed with full
color examples that deconstruct the good the bad and the ugly of design a
visual approach to usability graphically shows what works what doesn t and
why what it is usability means designing sites so that a user can easily
navigate the contents obtain the information he seeks and enjoy the
experience enough so that he s likely to return many of the principles
espoused in this and other usability books seem like common sense yet the
persistence of poorly designed sites on the shows that common sense may not
be so common
Site-Seeing 2002-06 based on data collected from research conducted at uie
user interface engineering this book describes how well or poorly some
information rich sites performed when real users attempted to find specific
answers
Web Site Usability 1999 this book delivers a proactive approach to building
an effective site that is search engine friendly and will result in better
search rankings it outlines the steps needed to bridge the gap between a
google search and a site and also improve the users experience once they get
to the site by understanding the wide variety of information seeking
strategies and the individual behaviors associated with them this book helps
information architects designers developers seos sems and usability
professionals build better interfaces and functionality into sites creating a
satisfying user experience is the key to maximizing search effectiveness and
getting conversions
When Search Meets Web Usability 2009-04-08 how do we create a satisfactory
user experience when limited to a small device this new guide focuses on



usability for mobile devices primarily smartphones and touchphones and covers
such topics as developing a mobile strategy designing for small screens
writing for mobile usability comparisons and looking toward the future the
book includes 228 full color illustrations to demonstrate the points based on
expert reviews and international studies with participants ranging from
students to early technology adopters and business people using websites on a
variety of mobile devices this guide offers a complete look at the landscape
for a mobile world author jakob nielsen is considered one of the world s
leading experts on usability he is the author of numerous best selling books
including prioritizing usability and the groundbreaking designing usability
which has sold more than 250 000 copies and has been translated in 22
languages
Mobile Usability 2012-10-09 �������� ������� ����� ��������� ��������� ������
����������������� ����������������������������������������� ��� �������������
������ ����������� ������������������ ��� ������ ���������������
ホームページ・ユーザビリティ 2002-02 with hands on guidance and examples this book provides
practical tools to make sure that your site is as effective and user friendly
as possible it shows how to create sites that are free of navigation dead
ends difficult to use interfaces and other barriers to usability
Web Site Usability Handbook 2000 despite the astronomical number of hours
invested in developing sites it is quite clear that the vast majority of them
are difficult to use to address this issue the author developed a pattern
language which he named the usability pattern language or wu which enables
these solutions to be linked into sequences this book is the result of that
workshop showing the millions of professionals how to avoid common errors and
create better sites



A Pattern Language for Web Usability 2003 since don t make me think was first
published in 2000 hundreds of thousands of designers and developers have
relied on usability guru steve krug s guide to help them understand the
principles of intuitive navigation and information design witty
commonsensical and eminently practical it s one of the best loved and most
recommended books on the subject now steve returns with fresh perspective to
reexamine the principles that made don t make me think a classic with updated
examples and a new chapter on mobile usability and it s still short profusely
illustrated and best of all fun to read if you ve read it before you ll
rediscover what made don t make me think so essential to designers and
developers around the world if you ve never read it you ll see why so many
people have said it should be required reading for anyone working on sites
after reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the
past five years i can say it has done more to improve my abilities as a
designer than any other book jeffrey zeldman author of designing with
standards
Don't Make Me Think, Revisited 2013-12-23 master s thesis from the year 2010
in the subject computer science commercial information technology grade
middlesex university in london course business information technology
language english comment a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of master of science in business information
technology from middlesex university on 2010 abstract a thesis submitted in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of science
in business information technology from middlesex university on 2010 this
thesis is tackling web usability and questioning its important for websites
and web projects



Usability - The Key for Success Or Failure of Web Projects 2013-09 make user
centered sites tempt more users to your site and build useful dependable
navigation tools
Web Usability and Navigation 2002 part one introduces usability then covers a
range of techniques used to analyze design and evaluate web systems and
products part two presents s set of usability blueprints that address generic
design problems
The Usability Kit 2008-05-30 a visual approach to usability takes a fresh
approach to the hot topic of usability the book shows readers how to apply
good visual communications principles to make their sites more user friendly
Site-Seeing 2002-08-01 every stage in the design of a new web site is an
opportunity to meet or miss deadlines and budgetary goals every stage is an
opportunity to boost or undercut the site s usability this book tells you how
to design usable web sites in a systematic process applicable to almost any
business need you get practical advice on managing the project and
incorporating usability principles from the project s inception this
systematic usability process for web design has been developed by the authors
and proven again and again in their own successful businesses a beacon in a
sea of web design titles this book treats web site usability as a preeminent
practical and realizable business goal not a buzzword or abstraction the book
is written for web designers and web project managers seeking a balance
between usability goals and business concerns examines the entire spectrum of
usability issues including architecture navigation graphical presentation and
page structure explains clearly the steps relevant to incorporating usability
into every stage of the web development process from requirements to tasks
analysis prototyping and mockups to user testing revision and even postlaunch



evaluations includes forms checklists and practical techniques that you can
easily incorporate into your own projects at mkp com uew
Site-Seeing 2002-07-12 usability for dummies goes beyond the current best
sellers by going beyond usability analysis and offering readers real hands on
methods for improving site usability and testing usability this guide covers
the essentials a designer needs to know to create an effective and usable
page or site the book empowers shows you how to overcome design problems
analyze your own design and test usability with real users
Ensuring Web Usability 2015-04-30 the book provides a link between
theoretical research and web engineering presenting a more holistic approach
to web usability provided by publisher
Designing Web Sites that Work 2002 executive summary what is usability
generations of user interfaces the usability engineering lifecycle usability
heuristics usability testing usability assessment methods beyond testing
interface standards international user interfaces future developments
exercises bibliography author index subject index
Web Usability For Dummies? 2001-12-15 learn how ux and design thinking can
make your site stand out from the rest of the internet about this book learn
everything you need to know about ux for your design design b2b b2c websites
that stand out from the competitors with this guide enhance your business by
improving customer accessibility and retention who this book is for if you re
a designer developer or just someone who has the desire to create websites
that are not only beautiful to look at but also easy to use and fully
accessible to everyone including people with special needs ux for the will
provide you with the basic building blocks to achieve just that what you will
learn discover the fundamentals of ux and the user centered design ucd



process learn how ux can enhance your brand and increase user retention learn
how to create the golden thread between your product and the user use
reliable ux methodologies to research and analyze data to create an effective
ux strategy bring your ux strategy to life with wireframes and prototypes set
measurable metrics and conduct user tests to improve digital products
incorporate the content accessibility guidelines wcag to create accessible
digital products in detail if you want to create web apps that are not only
beautiful to look at but also easy to use and fully accessible to everyone
including people with special needs this book will provide you with the basic
building blocks to achieve just that the book starts with the basics of ux
the relationship between human centered design hcd human computer interaction
hci and the user centered design ucd process it gradually takes you through
the best practices to create a web app that stands out from your competitors
you ll also learn how to create an emotional connection with the user to
increase user interaction and client retention by different means of
communication channels we ll guide you through the steps in developing an
effective ux strategy through user research and persona creation and how to
bring that ux strategy to life with beautiful yet functional designs that
cater for complex features with micro interactions practical ux methodologies
such as creating a solid information architecture ia wireframes and
prototypes will be discussed in detail we ll also show you how to test your
designs with representative users and ensure that they are usable on
different devices browsers and assistive technologies lastly we ll focus on
making your web app fully accessible from a development and design
perspective by taking you through the content accessibility guidelines wcag
style and approach this is an easy to understand step by step guide with full



of examples to that will help you in creating good ux for your web
applications
Integrating Usability Engineering for Designing the Web Experience:
Methodologies and Principles 2010-01-31 hp s expertise in this area has
earned them vendor of the year awards in e commerce from key resller partners
case studies showing how the new principles techniques and methodologies
worked at sites such as amazon office depot qvc and outpost this book is a
practical guide to understanding web page design and usability factors needed
for the online store shelf designing and structuring information correctly
enhances navigation through your site as well as delivering your customers a
satisfying shopping experience the authors have consulted with such diverse
customers as amazon aol qvc outpost egghead office depot and others the
concepts they ve brought to these accounts have earned hp vendor of the year
award in e commerce from key hp reseller partners learn to blend customer
insights with products and with web capabilities to create web sites that
maximize customer centered design your resulting web sites will have an ease
of usability that lead to superior customer experiences while maximizing
sales this book includes plenty of examples and case studies showing how to
apply new principles techniques and methodologies that will win you loyal
customers
Usability Engineering 1994-09-23 reflecting the changes in the hypertext
multimedia market this book includes illustrated examples of a variety of new
hypermedia systems particularly those related to the internet plus many
examples of the use of mosaic and the html
UX for the Web 2017-09-28 37 8 of all usability pundits are wrong that s
about as accurate as any other sweeping generalization made by any other web



usability guru this book features case studies in usability and information
architecture from the makers of ebay the bbc news on line site the economist
web site synfonts a flash driven font foundry e commerce site evolt fully
cross browser compatible and metafilter know your audience design for your
audience test for usability and solicit feedback from your audience there are
no hard and fast rules for usability on the which is why this book steers
away from the rigid rules of gurus instead this book looks at six very
different but highly usable sites the web professionals behind these sites
discuss the design of each site from inception to today how they solicited
and responded to feedback how they identified and dealt with problems and how
they meet the audience s needs and expectations this book is edited by molly
e holzschlag a member of standards project and author of a dozen books on web
technologies and bruce lawson the brand manager of glasshaus max gadney of
the bbc talks about the trials of moving from the tv medium to the and the
differences in usability requirements between the main news site and the
sports and children s sites david wertheimer talks of how the economist s web
site involved careful design work to ensure the branding mirrored the print
magazine and looks at implementing easily distinguished free content and
subscription only sections ebay kelly braun and tom walter look at the work
involved in designing an e commerce site that makes a profit each quarter
while meeting the needs of 42 million users don synstelein of synfonts shows
how he assembled a usable flash driven e commerce site which enhances his
users experience and protects his copyright he shows that that when used
properly flash can be 100 ok adrian roselli an ia guy from evolt writes on
how they needed to be on the vanguard of usability and accessibility
compatible with every browser known to man ñ and yet maintain branding look



and feel matt haughey writes of his adventures in constructing metafilter a
great community site on no budget this includes usability testing usable
advertising and community management book info issues covered include
audience identification user requirements and surfing methods decisions faced
and blind alleys encountered translation of audience needs to site design and
monitoring user feedback and behavior statistics softcover
WHEN SEARCH MEETS WEB USABILITY. 2009 despite the astronomical number of
hours invested in developing sites it is quite clear that the vast majority
of them are difficult to use to address this issue the author developed a
pattern language which he named the usability pattern language or wu which
enables these solutions to be linked into sequences this book is the result
of that workshop showing the millions of professionals how to avoid common
errors and create better sites
Customer-centered Design 2003 eyetracking usability is based on one of the
largest studies of eyetracking usability in existence best selling author
jakob nielsen and coauthor kara pernice used rigorous usability methodology
and eyetracking technology to analyze 1 5 million instances where users look
at sites to understand how the human eyes interact with design their findings
will help designers software developers writers editors product managers and
advertisers understand what people see or don t see when they look and why
with their comprehensive three year study the authors confirmed many known
design conventions and the book provides additional insights on those
standards they also discovered important new user behaviors that are revealed
here for the first time using compelling eye gaze plots and heat maps nielsen
and pernice guide the reader through hundreds of examples of eye movements
demonstrating why some designs work and others don t they also provide



valuable advice for page layout navigation menus site elements image
selection and advertising this book is essential reading for anyone who is
serious about doing business on the
Multimedia and Hypertext 1995-02-27 computer systems have become an important
element of the world economy with billions of dollars spent each year on
development manufacture operation and maintenance combining coverage of
computer system reliability safety usability and other related topics into a
single volume computer system reliability safety and usability eliminates the
need to consult many different and diverse sources in the hunt for the
information required to design better computer systems after presenting
introductory aspects of computer system reliability such as safety usability
related facts and figures terms and definitions and sources for obtaining
useful information on computer system reliability safety and usability the
book reviews mathematical concepts considered useful to understanding
subsequent chapters presents various introductory aspects of reliability
safety and usability and computer system reliability basics covers software
reliability assessment and improvement methods discusses important aspects of
software quality and human error and software bugs in computer systems
highlights software safety and internet reliability details important aspects
of software usability including the need for considering usability during the
software development phase software usability engineering process software
usability inspection methods software usability test methods and guidelines
for conducting software usability testing elucidates web usability facts and
figures common design errors web page design tools for evaluating web
usability and questions to evaluate website message communication
effectiveness examines important aspects of computer system life cycle



costing written by systems reliability expert b s dhillon the book is
accessible to all levels of readership making it useful to beginners and
seasoned professionals alike reflecting practical trends in computer
engineering especially in the area of software dhillon emphasizes the
importance of usability in software systems and expands reliability to web
usability and management it provides methods for designing systems with
increased reliability safety and usability
Usability: The Site Speaks for Itself 2003-10-13 ������������������� ��������
� ��� ������������������� �������������� ����������web2 0�������
Pattern Language for Web Usability 2003-01 in just over a decade the has
evolved from an experimental tool for a limited community of technically
inclined people into a day to day necessity for millions upon millions of
users today s designers must consider not only the content needs of the sites
they create but also the wide range of additional needs their users may have
for example those with physical or cognitive disabilities those with slow
modems or small screens and those with limited education or familiarity with
the bestselling author sarah horton argues that simply meeting the official
standards and guidelines for accessibility is not enough her goal is
universal usability and in access by design a guide to universal usability
for designers sarah describes a design methodology that addresses
accessibility requirements but then goes beyond as a result designers learn
how to optimize page designs to work more effectively for more users disabled
or not working through each of the main functional features of sites she
provides clear principles for using html and css to deal with elements such
as text forms images and tables illustrating each with an example drawn from
the real world through these guidelines sarah makes a convincing case that



good design principles benefit all users of the in this book you will find
clear principles for using html and css to design functional and accessible
sites best practices for each of the main elements of pages text forms images
tables frames links interactivity and page layout seasoned advice for using
style sheets that provide flexibility to both designer and user without
compromising usability illustrations of actual sites from which designers can
model their own pages instructions for providing keyboard accessibility
flexible layouts and user controlled environments practical tips on markup
and resources
Web usability 2000 the guidelines were originally designed to help nci staff
improve the presentation of cancer related information to cancer researchers
and the public though they are applicable to anyone who designs and manages
information web sites
Eyetracking Web Usability 2010-04-26
Computer System Reliability 2013-05-14
Identifying Web Usability Criteria 2001
新ウェブ・ユーザビリティ 2006-11
Access by Design 2013-04-18
Research-based Web Design & Usability Guidelines 2006
Don't make me think! 2018-01-25
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